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Wasting the good times?
The state of play in the Eurozone’s quest for
further integration
Ideally, the year in which the Eurozone has staged an impressive comeback as
global growth driver and, for a change, positive surprise of the year, should have
climaxed with further steps towards more integration next week. However, the
political impasse in Germany as well as a general fading of a verve to reform do
not bode well for next week’s European Summit. And beyond. The window of
opportunity for further integration seems to be closing again, before it had
actually been opened. Below is our take on the current state of play.
This week, the European Commission will present another set of proposals on how to
further reform the Eurozone. It will be the prelude to what was supposed to be a crucial
month for the development and further integration of the monetary union. According to
the initial (and optimistic) roadmap, the European Summit on 14 and 15 December
should have marked the peak of a spectacular u-turn for the Eurozone throughout the
year. From Nexit and Frexit fears towards further integration in the wake of revived
eu(ro)phoria, at least partly initiated by Emmanuel Macron’s victory at the French
presidential elections.
The German elections gave this new eu(ro)phoria already a cold shower. First, the future
of the Eurozone hardly played a role in the parties’ election platforms, then the FDP’s
proposals for an unwinding of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) and temporary
exit facilities made the coalition talks look like a threat for the future of the monetary
union and now the collapsed coalition talks simply mean that Germany will not have an
official government position at the upcoming summit. As regards German politics, one
upside of a possible new grand coalition for the Eurozone could possibly be a more prointegration oriented government.
Over the last months, or better years, a huge variety of ideas on how to strengthen
Eurozone integration has been floating around. The basic idea of all these ideas is to
bring the monetary union closer to a political union (preferably without telling anyone).
For a long while, opponents of this route simply stepped on the brakes, undermining any
reform efforts. This strategy has changed and opponents of further federalism have
taken a more constructive stance, proposing their own view of how the Eurozone should
look like in the future. In short, this clash of views or cultures can be described as the
“federal model” versus the “national plus independent but technical institutions model.”
There is an entire ocean out there with proposals on how to reform the Eurozone. In fact,
some of these proposals are already as old as the monetary union itself. Currently, the
most prominent proposals are currently circulating: a Eurozone finance minister, a fiscal
capacity or a Eurozone budget, a European Monetary Fund, Eurobonds, etc.
In the following, we take a look at the most prominent proposals, give a brief assessment
and also our view on the political feasibility. For the sake of keeping this note relatively
lean, we will exclude banking union. We take a pragmatic not an ideological look at
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these proposals as deeper integration just for the sake of deeper integration obviously
does not make sense.
Probably the best and most likely outcome of the discussion on further Eurozone
reforms will be a typical European reflex: create new institutions.
SEE THE DISCLOSURES APPENDIX FOR IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES & ANALYST CERTIFICATION1
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The rationale for more reforms
Strong growth seems to have

With strong economic growth that has broadened across sectors and countries in the

reduced the appetite for further
institutional reforms…

Eurozone, some might wonder why there is a need at all for further reforms and
integration. If it ain’t broken, don’t fix it…Unfortunately, this is a very short-sighted view.
Political developments this year have nicely illustrated how quickly the tide can turn.
Independence of Catalonia, populist victories at the Italian elections or another shake-up
of the Greek bailout package. It is easy to come up with events that could bring back the
Eurozone’s existential crisis. And as long as the risk of another existential crisis remains
bigger than zero, investments and growth in the Eurozone will remain suboptimal.

…but there are compelling

Further integration of the Eurozone should not be an end in itself. Neither would a fully-

economic arguments to go on

fledged political union automatically hush political nationalism or populism. However, in
our view, there are two compelling economic arguments in favour of further integration
of the Eurozone: further reduce the break-up risk and reap the full economic benefits of
monetary union. In short, avoid the worst and bring out the best.
In the following, we will have a look at the most prominent proposals to further reform
the Eurozone, without moving it to a political union, and will group them into the
described two categories.

Further reduce the break-up risk
Role of ‘lender of last resort” has
finally been accepted by ECB…

One of the main reasons why the euro crisis turned into an existential crisis was the lack
of a credible lender of last resort for sovereigns. Starting in 2008, the ECB has proven to
be a lender of last resort for banks when it provided illiquid financial institutions liquidity
support but it only reluctantly took up the role of lender of last resort for sovereigns.
Understandably, as the set-up of the monetary union does not foresee this role. In fact,
there is no Eurozone sovereign, only national sovereigns. It was the launch of the
Securities Markets Programme (SMP) in May 2010, “whatever it takes” and the
subsequent OMT, which made the ECB a credible lender of last resort for sovereigns.

…while the ESM has become a

Also, the ESM has become another important instrument in reducing the break-up risk.

credible fire fighter…

The ESM can provide Eurozone members in need with financial assistance or even fullyfledged bailout packages, practically taking a country off financial markets. In
combination with the ECB’s OMT programme, an ESM bailout package should also in the
future be the most credible way to reduce break-up risks. A combination which comes
very close to the idea of Eurobonds, with the advantage that it already has a built-in
policy conditionality and control.
Fig 1

Tools to reduce the break-up risk

Options
Eurobonds

ESM plus ECB’s OMT
programme

Advantage

Disadvantage

Likelihood

Clear step towards
political union

Risk of moral hazard
Would require central
fiscal policies
Conditional on ESM
programme

Close to zero

Speculation
Possible contagion
Requires completed
banking union

80%

Credible

100%

Implemented swiftly
Upfront debt restructuring
before ESM bailout

Clear path towards debt
sustainability

Source: ING
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…but break-up risk has not

Looking ahead, the combination of ESM support and the ECB’s OMT programme should

disappeared entirely

further reduce the break-up risk in the Eurozone. However, given that ESM support does
not come automatically but always as the result of a political process and decision, the
risk of a country leaving the Eurozone – either because it doesn’t agree to the terms of
ESM support or because it doesn’t get support – cannot be fully erased. A depoliticised
ESM would make a difference.

A more depoliticized ESM in

Going forward, an important element of this ESM/ECB combo would be a strict ex ante

combination with the ECB would
be an important step forward

debt sustainability analysis. Let’s not forget that the ECB can only purchase bonds of
illiquid but solvent governments, not of illiquid and insolvent governments. Therefore, as
already stated now in the ESM Treaty, a country applying for ESM support should first
undergo a debt sustainability analysis and “in accordance with IMF practice, in
exceptional cases an adequate and proportionate form of private sector involvement
shall be considered in cases where stability support is provided accompanied by
conditionality in the form of a macro-economic adjustment programme”. This debt
sustainability analysis could be more formalised in the ESM Treaty.

Prevention
Good prevention is best answer
to break-up risks…

While the above would clearly be reduce the break-up risk in case of new tension, the
best way to get rid of break-up risks simply is to ensure that public finances are
sustainable. Over the last twenty years, the Eurozone has seen many changes and
reforms of its fiscal rules with shifting focus from deficits to debt (and vice versa), longterm objectives and cyclical-adjusted measures. There have been reforms of the
monitoring process as well as of the sanction process. There have been new fiscal rules
and agreements like the two-pack, six-pack and fiscal compact. All meant to improve
fiscal sustainability and control. Clearly no shortage of good intentions and attempts to
make public finances sustainable. To throw in yet another proposal for the Eurozone’s
fiscal framework, more focus on the expenditure side of government finances, possibly
excluding unemployment benefits and other one-off expenditure, could make fiscal
policies easier to control and fiscal rules easier to implement. A rule that would be
simpler and easier to monitor than the current rules.

…and implementation is crucial

The best rule can fail if the institution implementing it is not strong enough. The experience
of the last twenty years shows that the complicated fiscal framework and decision-making
process between European levels and national levels has regularly led to complications. A
move towards a more independent Fiscal Authority could solve this problem.
Fig 2

Tools for prevention
advantage

Stricter (or different) fiscal
rule
ESM as guardian of fiscal
rule

Fiscal Authority

disadvantage

Likelihood

Improve debt
Does not tackle
sustainability implementation problem

20%

More independent

Depolitising of process
Gradual shift of fiscal
policies from national to
Eurozone level

Still a political process
Too much focus on debt
sustainability
Too little focus on
economic stabilisation
How to balance national
and Eurozone interests
Risk to national
sovereignty

80%

60%

Source: ING

All of the above tools would help further reducing the economic break-up risk. They
obviously cannot entirely rule out the possibility that due to political considerations
countries would eventually try to move towards the exit.
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Bringing out the best
How to kick-start growth…

The economic anti-crisis prescription of the last ten years focussed mainly on
sustainable public finances and structural reforms. Even though most Eurozone
countries are now enjoying a cyclical recovery, the question is whether this recipe is
sufficient to bring unemployment levels really back to acceptable levels.

…with more than structural

Needless to say, structural reforms remain an important factor for future growth.

reforms…

However, there are at least two open issues: how can an economic downswing or
recession be dampened and reversed and how can an ongoing economic upswing be
enhanced? To tackle recessions or slow recoveries, there could either be a European
solution, eg, a Eurozone stability budget, or a national solution through looser fiscal
rules.

…balancing between European
and national solutions…

As regards the European solution, a Eurozone budget or a dedicated Eurozone part
within the EU budget, could either be a temporary or a structural transfer. As regards
the national solution, the flexibility in the current fiscal framework in case of recessions
would have to be expanded by elements, allowing governments to take advantage of
low interest rates to finance infrastructure investments or R&D spending. In this context,
the biggest challenge would be to create fiscal rules which ensure debt sustainability
and prevent another sovereign crisis from happening, while at the same time leaving
enough room for macro-economic stabilisation. Looking beyond the stabilisation effect
of fiscal policies, the need for further transfers looks small. Instead, more efficient public
finances together structural reforms should be a more fruitful strategy for future
growth.
Fig 3

Bringing out the best

Eurozone budget

advantages

disadvantages

likelihood

Swift implementation
Crisis tool

Does not cure structural
weaknesses
disincentive
Takes a while before
yielding more growth
Political horse trading
Little impact for cyclical
stabilisation
Difficult to distinguish
between temporary and
structural solution
Requires harmonised
unemployment schemes
Reduces incentives for
labour market reforms
Political horse trading
Who’s call is it

40%

Structural reforms

Germans love it

Money for reforms

Incentive for structural
reforms
Germans love it as well
Special work scheme
subsidies

Unemployment scheme

Looser fiscal rules

Already partly tackled in
current rules
Option to react to
unexpected crisis

100%
80%

30%

50%

Source: ING

Could new institutions do the trick?
A lot has already been
achieved…

Given all of the above, a way forward for the Eurozone could look as follows: a
depoliticised ESM combined with the ECB’s OMT programme would be a credible ‘lender
of last resort’, while at the same time a more technocratic fiscal authority could ensure
the right balance between long-term sustainability and short-term stabilisation of fiscal
policies.

…but can new institutions do

German officials, including Wolfgang Schäuble, have argued that the ESM should

the trick?

become bailout-funds, European Monetary Fund and Fiscal Authority in one. Given its
4
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inter-governmental nature, however, the ESM would in our view be overburdened by all
of these features. Also, the ESM would probably mingle national and Eurozone interests
and would probably also have a tightening bias for fiscal policies, due to the fact that its
main focus is on debt sustainability. Instead, we would argue that setting up a real Fiscal
Authority or a Eurosystem of national fiscal authorities, in which national fiscal policies
are assessed against the fiscal rules and their impact on the economy but also on their
impact of the Eurozone as a whole, would make more sense but is highly unlikely at the
current juncture, even though the European Treaties already state that there is an
obligation for Member States to treat their economic policies, in particular their fiscal
policies, as a matter of common concern.

Reality check
Don’t expect anything from next

Given the small appetite in Eurozone core countries for far-reaching reforms as for

week’s summit…

example reflected in the recent Dutch coalition agreement, as well as the current
impasse in German politics, next week’s European Summit will be another standstill. If
any at all, progress towards integration will again be small and cumbersome.

…as there is very little appetite
for big changes

Looking beyond next week, permanent transfers, even a small unconditional Eurozone
budget look like a no-go. Even the idea of a rainy day fund looks unlikely. At best, the
focus will again shift to the well-known paradigm of conditional solidarity; or in short
“money for reforms”. In this regards, a fiscal capacity which offers investments or
funding if a country has delivered on structural reforms could be a compromise between
France and Germany. It is an idea, the German government already proposed in 2012.

Strengthening the ESM…

As regards the institutional front, the idea of a European Monetary Funds, a beefed-up
ESM, which has more analytical capacities to fully replace the IMF in future bailouts and
which gets a broader legal basis to conduct upfront debt restructurings, should probably
find the broadest support across Eurozone capitals.

…and possibly a move towards

Instead of introducing a Eurozone finance minister or other super-commissioners (to eg

a Fiscal Authority look like the
most likely options…

combine the role of Eurogroup president and Commissioner for Economic and Financial
Affairs), particularly the core Eurozone countries could rather take first steps towards an
independent fiscal authority. This would also tackle the grown distrust of the German
government in the EC (too political).

…making the Eurozone more
resistant but not perfect

All in all, it currently looks as if a new crisis is needed to take bold steps towards a fullyfledged monetary union. But maybe this optimal set-up is not even necessary (at least
politically not feasible). Obviously, starting a monetary union from scratch would look
much differently than the current set-up but with some additional tweaks and only little
changes, the monetary union is indeed more sustainable. At least for an
economist…ESM for bailouts, ECB as lender of last resort, Banking Union to cut the link
between sovereign and banking sector, a Fiscal Authority to depolitise the assessment
of fiscal policies and the Juncker Plan et al to support cross-border investment with at
the same time further steps towards harmonization of taxes, social security would
already be bold steps. However, even though any sub-optimal set-up (as close as it
might get to optimal) will always leave a residual risk of break-up or exit (possibly
undermining the first pillar: banking and capital market union to work perfectly), hence
reducing economic stability and investment prospects.
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